APPENDIX V

Interview Schedule: PGCS (For Counsellors)

1. Name:
2. Designation:
3. Qualification:
4. Part time/Permanent:
5. Date of Joining:
6. Are you satisfied with PGCS's functioning?
7. Are you satisfied with PGCS office staff?
8. Are you satisfied with your payment. is it justify with work?
9. Are your able to manage both permanent job and PGCS?
10. Are you satisfied with students, their attendance in contact classes, discipline, progress etc.?
11. Are you satisfied with courses, course design and course materials of PGCS?
12. Are you satisfied with other teaching aids provided by PGCS, like library and other facilities?
13. Do you feel over-burdened? Why?
14. Are you satisfied with examination system of PGCS?
15. What is your opinion about Assignment and Feed Back system?
16. What is your opinion about regional language as a medium of instruction?
17. What is the reasons for low output or poor result?
18. What is your opinion about fees?

19. What is your opinion for using multi media for study in PGCS?

20. What is your opinion regarding support from IGNOU?

21. Are you satisfied with present infrastructure or need more facilities?

22. What type of problems students are facing in your opinion?

23. What type of problems you and your other colleagues are facing?

24. Do you need any training & workshop etc for distant education?

25. Any suggestions for improvement of PGCS?

******